CSR statement Malie Hotel
Our ambition is to be the leading player in the higher segment of the Utrecht hotel and
apartment market. The absolute leader in the segment that focuses on experiencing a
special experience with unique and distinctive concepts. Characteristic for us is the small
scale, the unique, original Utrecht locations, the special interior, the personal atmosphere
and the top service of our staff.
We are very involved with our guests. We want to offer them the best possible experience of
Utrecht and so we are also very involved in our environment. That is why we are convinced
that contributing to a sustainable Utrecht also belongs to our responsibilities.

Malie Hotel
The Green Key eco-label is a prestigious leading standard for excellence in
the field of environmental responsibility and sustainable operation within
the tourism industry. We are certified Green Key at the highest possible level;
Gold! We are extremely proud of this, because we are aware of our impact on
the environment. With every decision we make, we wonder how we can
implement this as responsibly as possible, so that our earth is also preserved for the future. We
are always working to implement feasible steps in our daily processes.
To achieve this, we take the following measures:
• Stay abreast of CSR developments.
• Inform employees about sustainability.
• Inform our guests and ask for their contribution. Think for example:
- tickets in the bathroom where we ask you to reuse towels and bed linen.
• Inform suppliers about how we conduct corporate social responsibility and ask
about their efforts in the area of CSR.
• Continuously improve our own purchasing process and we focus on goods and
services that preferably have a recognized quality mark. Examples are:
- dishwasher detergent, daily cleaning products
- shampoo, shower gel, hand soap
- printed matter, tissues, printing paper
- regional and organic breakfast products

• We voluntarily contribute to social goals, such as:
- Sponsoring of Hercules, a local football club
- Sale of local, sustainable souvenirs
- No Limits, Color Kitchen, IMC School
• We continuously work on reducing our environmental
impact by minimizing the consumption of waste, gas,
electricity and water. Examples are:
- optimal waste separation and as little packaging as possible on the buffet
- the entire building is equipped with LED lighting and where possible motion
sensors
- charging point for electric bikes, scooters and cars
- the hotel is heated by means of district heating
- economical handling of water without sacrificing comfort.
- waste is collected separately, both in the public areas and in the guest
rooms. You, as a guest, can make a contribution by depositing your waste in
the public spaces in the waste bins intended for this purpose. Our employees
separate the waste from the rooms into the flows of paper and cardboard,
glass and residual waste.
Do you have tips for us? Just let us know!
Kind regards,
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